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ABSTRACT: 

Diaspora is interchangeable with new writing of migration such writing springs from an intensive going 

commitment with the host nation with respect to the outsider. Immigrant writing catches the tweaking experience 

of movement in an outsider nation for the migrant. The significant fixations for the new writing of worker 

incorporate sentimentality just as blame for the nation of origin and intergenerational clashes between migrant 

guardians and American born kids. The experience of movement and living in diaspora have delivered plenty of 

studies on the ongoing post-provincial writing, analysis and hypothesis. The migrant issues have been investigated 

by diasporic authors Hanishkureshi, Bharathi Mukherjee, Chitra Banerjee and other in their works.  

As of late much basic intrigue has developed in the of Indian immigrant authors settled in the U.S. they 

speak more loudly against the psychological injury, social estrangement and personality emergency of the 

disengaged individuals from their country India. Divakaruni is an Asian American with her hereditary roots in 

India. Living in the U.S. she is more mindful of the distinctions in culture which encourages her to investigate in 

the entirety of its basics. She accepts that the outsider Indian ladies feel the effect of the social faction brought 

about by separation more promptly than men and that in light of this she will in general think back even as she 

advances on to another being in the diasporic setting. She frequently centers around the character adjusting two 

universes, especially Indian outsiders battling for tranquil life in America.  

KEY WORDS: Diaspora, immigrant, disengagement, social standards, mysterious authenticity, hallucination, 

foreign culture, patriarchal system, existential dilemma. 

Divakaruni is one of the main writer of the diasporic writing. Having a place with the gathering of South 

Asian Women Writers, she sustains a genuine worry for contemporary ladies and gives more significance to female 

characters. The significant topics of her books are movement, transnationalism, culturally diverse emergency and 

post-pilgrim issues of character. She expressly illuminates the term and the idea 'diaspora' to the scholarly open. 

Her anecdotal world spotlights on ladies and their endeavors and disappointments in the conventional Indian 

culture and western culture. In the entirety of her work, the ladies have been the center point around them the 

narratives are woven and reached out with the assistance of their preliminary and hardships. Her delineation of 
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ladies' reality is genuine, persuading, and true. In her books, she has investigated the physical, social and mental 

issues and the torments to which the outsider ladies are oppressed. She manages the internal universe of the Indian 

ladies just as the foreigner ladies in her books.  

She has written down the encounters of outsiders. In this transient setting, she explicitly will in general 

spotlight on ladies and the difficulties they experience in the two India and the United States. A lady, in all cases, 

has been a migrant. Possibly she moves after her marriage with her significant other from guardians' home or she 

crosses the fringe with her better half or for the expert interests. The traveler ladies' migration stories depend on 

the freeing capability of story to explain the injury of disengagement, deciphering family customs across outskirts 

or potentially making transnational families, interpreting social standards, building confidence and reclassifying 

the idea of 'home' and the related understanding of vagrancy.  

She carried new points of view to contemporary ladies' compositions. Situated on the limit of Indian and 

American societies, she is the encapsulation of the subjects predominant in her compositions, as she states on her 

own site, those of ladies, migration, the South Asian experience, history, legend, enchantment and praising assorted 

variety. Her works join woman's rights, multiculturalism, with ideas of outcast, post expansionism, and hybridity 

blending in with fantasy and enchantment arranged at the very center of her various stories. The fundamental zone 

of her books has been simply the investigation of the character, especially of ladies. Her books draw round the 

lives of ladies occupied with a mission for self. Her female heroes long for the personality in the postcolonial 

world, and presents a situation of the contemporary ladies and parts of her regular day to day existence. The quest 

for self includes different factors, for example, distance, connections, society, and so on. Her work has planned the 

social, cultural and mental changes in ladies achieved by their migration.  

In her books, she has portrayed the social situation handily simply like a gifted craftsman. She has 

investigated the harsh real factors of Indian just as American culture to depict the states of her ladies. The 

contemporary society goes about as a stimulus for the ladies to recognize their circumstance and their status in the 

general public. Known for her mysterious authenticity, she has likewise effectively raised the predominant issues 

of society through her books. She has become a representative of the general issues of separation, removal, 

unsettling influence and turmoil and she has made another peddle loaded up with hues and shades of India which 

mirror the past just as the contemporariness of India. 

She has gone through her years in both Indian and American culture and she is very much aware about the 

amicable and the harsh parts of both the general public. The Indian culture as showed by her, is reflected loaded 

with social shades of malice like station and class framework, the barbarities of arranged marriage, inclination for 

the male beneficiary, male predominance, and so forth. Then again, she has firmly watched American culture 

which like a hallucination, at first appears to be brimming with circumstances, yet after close observing of it, one 

can discover absence of trust, sex and brutality. The female heroes, for example, Rakhi, Korobi, and Sudha face 

the more obscure side of American culture. The writer has discovered the twofold norm for ladies in numerous 
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regions. The ladies are defrauded by both the diverse culture and the male controlled society. Albeit American 

culture was liberated from the indecencies that ladies are exposed to, yet she found that twofold norms won in 

regards to ladies both in the East and the West.  

The vast majority of her composing delivers the issues relating to normal and steady encounters of the 

ladies of South Asian Communities, and a couple of her subjects are the way of life stuns, changes, ideas of home 

and self-looked by outsider individuals. In offering words to the depiction of society, she likewise offers words to 

her own life reflections both in India and America and her appearance have discovered a spot in her books. Her 

female heroes make due in these social circumstances and the conditions cause them to understand their status in 

the general public. In the Indian setting of the books, issues of arranged relationships and share issues are 

unmistakably brought up in her work. The female characters like Anju and Sudha are born and raised in the 

customary society of India and after their marriage they move to America, they face issue as the qualities they have 

educated and they are living with are unique.  

The receptive American culture allows certain freedoms to the ladies, however their conventional attitude 

doesn't permit them to appreciate. Divakaruni has outlined the male centric culture and its effect in America also. 

The Indian men who move to America convey this male centric society with them and exercise it there moreover.  

In India, the male centric society presents impediments on ladies and hampers them in their development and 

endurance. The general public disdains the monetary security of a lady or a divorced person lady in light of the 

fact that the ladies are settling on their own choices and getting autonomous against it. The distinction in the way 

of life causes them to understand their real circumstance in the male centric society. Through the social situation, 

she presents a stage for the ladies to think upon their status and circumstance and subsequently the ladies start 

addressing about their personality in male controlled society.  

One of the serious issues of removal has been estrangement which has become a general marvel. Current 

writing has large amounts of estranged people brought about by uprooting. Distance rises as a characteristic result 

of existential dilemma, both in inborn and extraneous terms. Her female heroes experience the ill effects of a 

feeling of estrangement in the two India and abroad. Tilo, Anju, Sudha, Lalita, and Rakhi are the character who 

regularly experience the ill effects of the feeling of distance at either point. The writer has been successful in 

conveying the sentiments of the characters and fortifying the topic of the estranged situation. Distance is the 

aftereffect of loss of character. She has utilized different gadgets to propel the plot and pass on the internal musings 

of her characters.  

She has depicted the distanced female heroes and their inability to associate with the family and society. 

She has investigated that how the calls of Indian ladies go unheard and her torment goes unfelt. These female 

figures become quiet after marriage because of their social separation. On the off chance that a lady is immigrant, 

at that point she needs to endure doubly. The hero feels estrangement which frequently comes full circle in the 

disclosure of self. In the event of migration, social clash is likewise a significant issue which later on brings about 
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estrangement. A portion of her characters are second era immigrants who face social clash and feel distanced. She 

has offered voice to the distanced ladies and introduced their predicament as their misery and dissatisfaction. She 

has likewise given recommendations with the goal that the ladies can come out of the estrangement and get by on 

the unfamiliar land.  
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